
Your Special Speed Solution to Casablanca using the 

only direct flight for cargo from Frankfurt

Your solution

1. Pick-up anywhere in Europe and 

forwarding to Frankfurt via air, rail or 

road: Latest acceptance time three hours 

prior to flight departure. 

2. Export customs clearance.

3. Loading on Royal Air Maroc to 

Casablanca.

4. Import customs clearance.

5. Delivery directly to the production plant.

Your advantage

Speed: Shortest handling times due to direct apron access to Royal Air Maroc

flights via our time:matters Courier Terminal (tmCT) in Frankfurt: saving 

of three hours.

Network: Fastest service on the only direct flight from Frankfurt to Casablanca 

for freight enables the usage of many feeder flights.

Flexibility: Several transport options: airport-airport, door-door, customs clearance. 

Also hauling the shipment from anywhere to Frankfurt.

Competence: time:matters as single point of contact for all urgent shipments: 

Express Airfreight, On-Board Courier or Charter.

✓

Maximize your production times by using the option of latest delivery to the export station:

You can produce until the early morning and deliver your goods until 14:25hrs to Frankfurt

using the afternoon flight to Casablanca.



Details

Latest booking acceptance : 3 hours prior to flight departure (only within office hours of Royal 

Air Maroc: Monday to Friday, 9-18hrs).

Restrictions/limitations: Maximum weight: 150 kg per shipment.

Maximum size: 120x100x80 cm per package.

No limits regarding number of packages.

Customs Clearance: Power of Attorney (PoA) necessary.

Flight schedule

Origin Destination Flight

Latest 

acceptance 

time

Departure Arrival
Time of 

Availability

Frequency 

days

Frankfurt (FRA) Casablanca (CMN) AT811 13:25 16:25 18:55 20:55* 1-7

*If the customer is authorized by the local customs authorities to collect outside the customs office hours 

(Monday to Friday 9-17hrs), then shortly (~3 hrs) after the inbound handling. 

If not, shipment would be available the next day. 

based on winter schedule 2014

24/7 Booking & Servicelines: 

+49 (0) 800 117 117 7

+49 (0) 69 9999 2079

service@time-matters.com

www.time-matters.com
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